
GLEANINGS FROM PAULA JUSTICE’S SPIRITUAL JOURNEY 

A reflection offered by Tom Bertrand at the memorial service on 10/28/2017: 

                Even to those of us who came to know Paula toward the end of her life -- when strokes had 

dampened for a while her ability to communicate with words, and constant pain kept her from focusing 

her formidable intellect as well as she once could -- the richness of her inner life, of her spiritual journey, 

was evident.  

                It was evident when we last heard her speak out of the silence in our meeting for Worship in 

this room, two or three years ago.   She rose from the bench there, indomitable as a beautiful figurehead 

on the prow of a clipper ship, and spoke compellingly about the vision of Teilhard de Chardin, that we 

humans are evolving toward the Omega Point, toward a collective intellectual and spiritual consciousness 

that "is staring us in the face if we would only raise our heads to look at it.”  She believed that we are all 

embarked, separately but somehow together, on a mutual journey toward an eternal life that takes 

different forms – “for some a religious path, retreat, prayer, contemplation, meditation; for others a pure 

psychological journey through therapy, analysis and professional soul-searching; and for others a creative 

journey through journaling or the arts.”  She had serene confidence that “we are called to link up our little 

lives with this great life in new and important ways.”  She was sure that our doing so "will mean great 

changes for humankind”.  “We are on the edge of a great frontier,” she wrote. “Like Moses, most of us 

alive today will never enter the promised land, but we can see it shining in the distance and know that we 

will return in other forms to dwell there.” 

                Paula’s confidence in a greater frontier for each of us was evident her teaching at the A.R.E. (on 

YouTube there is still an A.R.E. video of Paula talking about “Finding Your Soul’s Purpose”). 

                Her fierce belief in the triumph of the Better Angels of Our Nature was evident in the meetings 

of our Committee on Social Justice, of which she was a regular and fully engaged attender and 

contributor, sitting there with her walker and later in her wheelchair with her beautiful smile beaming at 

each person’s contribution. 

                Her Quakerly vision, luminous story-telling, and inimitable voice ring clear through the fine 

poems in that beautiful slim volume, Tender Witness, published last year.  In those poems she bears 

witness to the wonders of childhood and of childbearing; to the abundance of memory and imagination, 

beauty and passion; to the healing powers of truth and faith; to the warrior soul, courageous, tender and 

unmistakably feminine.  In those poems – and in some of her journals and incisive essays that may 

someday come to print – the compelling power of her mind and heart come clear in dramatic imagery, in 

deft symbol-making, in sly humor, in challenging insights about our human condition. 

                Her fierce independence of mind as well as her deep, shy fountain of tenderness were evident as 

she dealt with the decline which was her lot, its moments of frustration and its moments of grace.  They 

were evident in the strong grip of her right hand, which held tightly to the hand of the one she had loved 

for 37 years even as the rest of her body was giving up the fight.  



                How fortunate we were in this Meeting for so many years to feed from Paula’s creative 

leadership; from her incisive insights and leaping intuitions about our joys and our follies, our dreams and 

our aspirations; from her frankness and friendship, her laughter and tendering. 
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